Mysterio, suspension
design Diesel Creative Team

Ironic and iconic, Mysterio is a luminous eye on the wall, a flying saucer hanging on a wire in space, a magic
mirror from an ancient and mysterious house, right out of a thriller or a 1970s B-movie.
Vintage in its inspiration yet contemporary in its production, Mysterio consists of a polycarbonate diffuser
whose internal surface is split into 12 sections that reflect the light beam and the interior of the lamp like a maze
of mirrors.
Available in three versions, wall mounted, ceiling mounted or suspension and two colours, cosy, domestic
copper or cool, refined silver, it is perfect for personalising the most diverse settings with charm and originality.

Mysterio, suspension
technical info

Description
Suspension lamp with direct light; in the
white / copper version, the injection
moulded polycarbonate lampshade is
batch-dyed white and the interior undergoes
a copper coloured “vacuum metallising”
treatment, a technique that renders the
material polished and reflective like metal. In
the black / silver version, batch-dyed black
and the interior undergoes a silver coloured
“vacuum metallising” treatment and it is
finished by hand through the sponge
application of paint to age the surface. A
hand-blown glass bubble with glossy finish
screens the halogen light bulb. A brushed
aluminium washer with the Diesel logo
decorates the attachment of the cable to the
lampshade. Canopy with galvanised metal
bracket and batch-dyed ABS cover. Electrical
cable and ceiling rose: black for the black
version, white for the white version.
Electrical decentralisation kit available, as
well as multiple canopies for compositions
up to 6 suspensions.

Model
Mysterio

Weight
net kg: 0,80
gross kg: 2,10

Bulbs
Certifications

Packing
vol. m³: 0,028
n.boxes: 1

Materials: Metallized batch-dyed
polycarbonate and blown glass
Colours: White-copper, Black-silver

Brightness
semi-diffused and direct down light

2D/3D drawings
photometric info
assembly istructions

download area

Mysterio suspension
multiple composition

Description
A technical solution that couples function
with design harmony: The multiple ceiling
flange of Foscarini makes it possible to
create compositions up to 9 suspension
lamps to create cascades of light of high
emotional impact, particularly suitable to
enrich a stair case.
The standard multiple flange is designed to
suit a large number of suspensions from
both Foscarini and Diesel with Foscarini
collections.
Materials: Lacquered metal
Colours: White

Multiple canopy

Weight
net kg: 9,00
gross kg: 10,70
Packing
vol. m³: 0,038
n.boxes: 1

Mysterio, suspension

Diesel Creative Team
In 2009, Foscarini signed a partnership agreement with Diesel as
part of the "Home Collection" home furnishings and lifestyle
project. This partnership has given Foscarini the opportunity to
make contact with a new target clientele and explore new lifestyles
and furnishing trends through a collection conceived by Diesel for
its own target group: "Diesel Living with Foscarini".
The Diesel Living with Foscarini collection speaks a range of
different languages - from rock to pop, industrial to vintage,
graphics to art - to illustrate the unmistakable Diesel lifestyle.
Ironic, transgressive, eclectic, incandescent, the collection is made
up of over 40 different lamp models. The collection is structured
into a range of forms, materials and intended uses, lending itself to
unexpected and unconventional settings, from domestic to public
environments, always with a strong personality. The materials
selected and researched for Foscarini, and perhaps even more so
in the Diesel Living with Foscarini collection, are of the utmost
importance. Materials which have never before been used in the
lighting industry are the collection’s added value.
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